Recently, 3GPP packet-switched streaming (PSS) specified adaptive HTTP streaming (AHS). The client requests series of media segments and adapt the bitrates of segment to varying network resources. The current state-of-the-art rate adaptation of AHS estimates the end-to-end network capacity using the previous segment reception such as segment fetching time. However, the accuracy and the speed of such rate adaptation highly depend on the segments duration. This paper presents a novel segment duration determination method to provide accurate and fast rate adaptation of AHS. The segment duration is estimated as the minimum duration to produce the smoothed HTTP/TCP rate which represents the current network capacity. Rate adaptation method using the determined segment duration is presented. To prevent buffer draining-up, the segment duration is further restrained as fine-grained duration. Simulation results show that the proposed segment duration enables the rate adaptation algorithm to increase achievable media bitrates and reduce the play-back interruption compared with the state-of-the-art rate adaptation method of AHS.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, HTTP has been widely used for the delivery of real-time multimedia content over the Internet, such as in video streaming applications. Unlike RTP/UDP, HTTP is easy to configure and is typically granted traversal of firewalls and network address translators (NAT), which makes it attractive for multimedia streaming applications. Real-time media delivery over TCP is firstly reported in the paper [1] which reveals that the instantaneous transmission rate variation of TCP can be smoothed out by receiver-side buffering. Paper [2] presented sender-driven rate adaptation method for media streaming over TCP, however, which results in the scalability issues.
3GPP packet-switched streaming (PSS) [3] specified adaptive HTTP streaming (AHS) for delivery of real-time multimedia over the HTTP. In the AHS, the HTTPstreaming client requests series of media segments from the HTTP-streaming server to progressively download media data. The proxy can be utilized for caching segments. For rate adaptation, the HTTP-streaming client can request different bitrates-encoded segments.
In the HTTP streaming, the instantaneous receiving rate is varying due to TCP congestion control. Recently, a segment fetch time based rate adaptation (SFT-RA) method of AHS is presented in the paper [4] . The segment fetch time denotes spent time to receive a segment. In HTTPstreaming, the segment duration denotes media duration contained in a segment. This paper uses the ratio of segment duration to the segment fetch time as rate adaptation metrics. However, the accuracy and the speed of the SFT-RA method highly depend on the segments duration. Long segment duration results in the slow reaction in the rate adaptation to the bandwidth change. While short segment duration causes the inaccurate estimation of the end-to-end network capacity and incurs non-optimum rate adaptation. But, paper [4] does not present a method to determine the segment duration.
The motivation of this paper is to determine the optimum segment duration in order to provide accurate and fast rate adaptation for the AHS applications. In the HTTP streaming, the achievable streaming media bitrates can be estimated as the average reception HTTP/TCP rate, called smoothed HTTP bitrates, in certain duration. It is the most challenging task to determine the duration in which the smoothed HTTP bitrates represents the end-to-end networks capacity for the rate adaptation usage. Moreover, the duration to produce the smoothed HTTP bitrates varies according to different packet loss rate, round trip time (RTT) and bandwidth. In the literature, the paper [5] reports famous TCP throughput modeling using packets loss rate and RTT. As best of our knowledge, however, none of research works presents a method of theoretically estimating the duration for producing the smoothed HTTP/TCP bitrates for the rate adaptation usage. This paper presents a novel method to determine the segment duration to produce the smoothed HTTP bitrates. First, the variance of the congestion window mean in certain duration is estimated firstly, as TCP transmission rate is controlled by the congestion window. Second, the segment duration is determined as the minimum duration in which the variance of the mean of the congestion window is lower than a predefined threshold. A method to deploy the segment duration in the rate adaptation of AHS is presented in this paper. The optimum rate adaptation speed and rate adaptation accuracy can be obtained since the deployed segment duration is the minimum duration to produce the smoothed HTTP bitrates which represents the end-to-end network capacity.
TCP CONGESTION WINDOW STATISTICS
This section describes the statistics of the congestion window presented in the famous paper [5] . The TCP congestion algorithm uses the congestion window to control the amount of data that TCP can send. The congestion window expectation is
where denotes the number of packets that are acknowledged by a received ACK and p denotes the packets loss rate.
The TCP congestion avoidance is modeled in the term of rounds. A round starts with the back-to-back transmission of W packets, wherein W denotes current congestion window size. Once all packets in the current congestion window have been sent, the TCP sender stops sending any further packets until it receives the first ACK. The round ends with the ACK's reception. The duration of a round is equal to the round trip time and assumed to be independent of the window size. denotes the account of round where the first packet loss is detected by triple duplicate ACKs. For the algorithm of congestion avoidance, the following relationship between and the congestion window exists = 
PROPOSED SEGMENT DURATION DETERMINATION
Our paper focuses on derivation of the minimum duration to produce the smoothed HTTP bitrates for the rate adaptation usage. The variance of the mean of the congestion window in certain duration is used to scale the smoothed factor of HTTP/TCP rate since the HTTP/TCP bitrates is controlled by the congestion window. The evolution of is evaluated Fig. 1 . Evolution of congestion window in terms of rounds as shown in Fig. 1 
From (1) and (5), the variance of the congestion window is
In the congestion avoidance algorithm, the congestion window is correlated thus the variance of the average congestion window is
[ ] denotes the variance of congestion window, denotes the number of the congestion window samples and denotes the mean of the autocorrelation of .
For calculating the autocorrelation of cwnd ( ) one sample is selected as start of a cwnd circle denoted as 0 and second one, denoted as 0 + , is moving to cover the whole evolution wherein the distance between two congestion window samples is denotes as . In the case of 
where denotes distance between samples in terms of round count, the denotes the cwnd evolution circle index and denotes the round count in the cwnd evolution circle . Then the mean of the autocorrelation of is time cwnd evolution circle …….
Congestion window
(11) where denotes the number of round count and denotes the round count in the cwnd evolution circle . Typically a smoothed TCP rate contains a large amount of rounds, so is a large value.
It can be further estimated as ≈ [ ] ≤ (14) where denotes the upper limit of the variance of the avera ge congestion window. It follows that
(15) From (6) and (15) 
where denotes the account of the round of the congestion window evolution to produce the mid-term smoothed congestion window and also denotes the account of the round to produce the mid-term smoothed TCP rate, denotes the packet loss rates, denotes the number of packets that are acknowledged by a received ACK and denotes the upper limit of the variance of the average congestion window with round account . So left term of the (16) is the minimum account of the round of the congestion window evolution to produce the mid-term smoothed congestion window wherein the smoothing factor is measured with and lower denotes the higher smoothing factor.
The time unit of congestion window evolution process is the round trip time denoted as . So the segment duration is determined as the minimum duration to produce the smoothed congestion window, which can be obtained by multiplying of (16) 
where denotes the segment duration.
PROPOSED SEGMENT DURATION BASED RATE ADAPATION METHOD
A rate adaptation is presented using the segment duration presented in the section 3 to demonstrate the usage of segment duration in rate adaptation of AHS. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the rate adaptation deploying the proposed segment duration determination method at the client. After receiving current segment, the client estimates the smoothed HTTP bitrates as the bits of the segments divided by the spent time to receive the current segment. The smoothed HTTP bitrates can represent end-to-end networks capacity as the current segment duration covers feasible duration to smooth varying instantaneous HTTP rate. The next segment bitrates is selected as the first bitrates of the server provided (in descending order) which is lower than the smoothed HTTP bitrates. The media bitrates for the client to select is obtained from the media presentation description (MPD).
To prevent the buffer-underflow, the segment duration should selected as minimum of the segment duration estimated using (17) and the minimum buffer draining time due to the possible bandwidth decrease. In (17), average packet loss rates ( ) and round trip time (
) are estimated at the transport layer. The estimated values are passed to the application layer of the client. The available buffered media time to drain is equal to the current buffered media time minus the minimum buffered media time. And the condition to calculate the minimum buffer draining time is that the achievable HTTP bitrates is decreased from the current estimated media bitrates to the lowest media bitrates.
The client requests the next segment with the determined bitrates and the segment duration. The accurate and fast rate adaption can be obtained because the proposed segment duration is the minimum duration to produce the smoothed HTTP bitrates. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate the usage of the proposed segment duration in the rate adaptation of AHS, we implemented the proposed segment duration based rate adaptation method (SD-RA) and the recently presented segment fetch time based rate adaptation method (SFT-RA) [4] in ns2 [6] . For media data, 10 sets of different bitrates encoded bit-streams are provided by the HTTP-streaming server to the client for rate adaptation. The bitrates covers from 300Kbits/s to 1200Kbits/s with distance of 100Kbits/s. The initial and minimum buffered media time is selected as the 20s and 10s. In (17), the ε is set as 0.3. , respectively, to simulate the dynamic bandwidth, delay and loss rate. One constant bitrates (CBR/UDP) traffic sender and receiver is attached to node 3 and node 4 with different bitrates to evaluate the rate adaptation. All above traffics start from 0s and end at 900s except the CBR/UDP sender which starts from 300s and ends at 600s. For each method, the 5 set of simulation was run with 5 different CBR/UDP bitrates from 0.8 Mbits/s to 1.6 Mbits/s. The achievable HTTP-streaming bitrates is not equal to the bottleneck bandwidth, but related to bandwidth, RTT and packet loss rate etc. Fig. 4 . Average HTTP-streaming media bitrates Fig. 4 shows the average bitrates of the proposed SD-RA and SFT-RA method with the different CBR/UDP average bitrates. For the SD-RA the segment duration is determined using the proposed method. For the SFT-RA, the 6 different lines are plotted in the Fig. 4 corresponding to the results with 6 different segment durations including 1s (SFT-SD1), 4s (SFT-SD4), 8s (SFT-SD8), 16s (SFT-SD16), 32s (SFT-SD32) and 64s (SFT-SD64). SFT-RA does not present a method to determine the segment duration.
Simulation results show that the average HTTP streaming media bitrates of the proposed SD-RA are higher than all of the 6 results of the SFT-RA method. The proposed method estimates the smoothed HTTP streaming bitrates and matches the media bitrates to the estimated smoothed HTTP streaming rate. So the proposed SD-RA method can enhance bitrates quickly instead of the step-wise switching up used in the SFT-RA. In the proposed method, the segment duration is determined to produce the smoothed HTTP bitrates which represents the end-to-end network capacity, so the matching media bitrates to the bandwidth can be used. In contrast the SFT-RA method uses the step wise rate adaptation method as SFT-RA method cannot figure out if the segment duration is set long enough to smooth the sawtooth-shaped TCP rate. In addition, the SFT-RA method shows the different average HTTP-streaming bitrates for the different segment durations as we expected.
The client buffer draining-up did not occur in the proposed method, but occurred one time in the SFT-RA with segment duration 1s (SFT-RA SD1) when the bottleneck bandwidth decreased at time 300s.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel method to determine the segment duration for the rate adaptation in adaptive HTTP streaming (AHS). In order to use the average bitrates of previously received segment to estimate the bandwidth, the segment duration should be set wisely to smooth the sawtooth shaped HTTP/TCP rate. The proposed method determines the segment duration as the minimum duration in which the average reception rate can represent the end-toend networks capacity for the usage of the rate adaptation. Simulation results show that the proposed segment duration based rate adaptation outperforms the rate adaptation method without using the segment duration determination method.
